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Hello to everyone

A mixed summer this year, some lovely sunshine for those who like it hot, some rain for the garden, some breezy days to blow the cobwebs away and some grey days to make us appreciate the good ones. I’m keeping optimistic; we still have a sunny August bank holiday to look forward to.
The weather has thwarted our attempts to stain and varnish the wood of the Surgery extension buildings as we need a few solid days without rain
So hopefully we will have some warm days in September.

Inside the Surgery we have made changes to the Reception area, gone are the old glass barriers, the big bulky filing cabinets have been streamlined to make the receptionists working area less cluttered. We hope you find the new reception is more welcoming and approachable. We have had very positive comments from many patients.
To improve confidentiality we do ask that you wait at the sign until a receptionist calls you, much the same as in a Bank. As the receptionists have hands free receivers it may look like they’re doing nothing but they may be on the telephone, they will call you forward when they have finished.


In July Dr Clare Merriman left the Practice to continue her career elsewhere. She had been at the Surgery for 10years she will be missed by all the staff here and I know will be greatly missed by many patients.
We would like to say a warm welcome to Dr Katie Jenkins who has now joined the Practice and will work on Wednesday, Thursday and Fridays. 


We have started sending text reminders for appointments. Appointments are always in high demand and are just wasted if you fail to turn up. We hope the texting service will improve attendance of the pre booked appointments, especially for Blood tests where we frequently have 50 patients a month not attend their appointment. We have had some teething problems with the texting service but as we sort these out we plan to extend the service to text test results and invite patients in for review appointments. So if you have a mobile phone please make sure we know the number and let us know if you change it.

Fast approaching is the “Flu season” We give about 2500 Flu jabs each year. We are now booking appointments for this year. Clinics are mainly on Saturdays in October. Please book for your appointment as soon as you can, but please remember to attend as it is very difficult to rearrange the appointments without notice.
If you are house bound and unable to get to the Surgery by any means please phone to ask for a home visit appointment.

At the beginning of July we had Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection.  The CQC is the independent regulator for health and social care in England. It makes sure that GP surgeries provide people with safe, effective, compassionate and high-quality care, and encourages these services to improve.
We had three Inspectors here all day they spoke to staff and patients.
We have just received a draft copy of the report which is very positive , it will be posted on our website as soon as it is signed off by the CQC.

I hope you have a good experience whenever you visit the Surgery. As always I welcome comments both positive and critical to improve the service we offer to you.

Take Care and best wishes for your good health.

Heather 





